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2009 - Today : Third-year student at ENSNP. (National School of 
Higher Studies in Nature and Landscape Architecture) In Blois.

- Languages : 
French (native speaker)
English  (working knowledge)
Spanish (basic knowledge)

- Computer :
Windows, Mac OS, Ubuntu
Photoshop, InDesign, Illustrator, Sketchup, Vectorworks. 
Autocad. (forthcoming)

Practical internship - 2 months - House of Dun garden - Scotland
Practical internship - 2 months - Glendale gardens - Canada
Short placements - Serigraphy and textile design

Education :

ExpEriEncE : 

SkillS : 

Phone : +33 6 85 89 66 33
             +33 2 54 70 15 57
Mail : Lmichelaz@aol.com
23/02/1991

2005 - 2009 : Baccalauréat STI Arts appliqués, Equivalent 
to A levels in Applied Arts. In Toulouse.



Urban landscape, from architecture to city

Landscape at a human scale

Study of landscapes and territories 

Summary

- Representation of the human body, volume and 
models
- Space modeling : Sketchup, and Photoshop night 
atmosphere in urban lanscape.
- Graphic layout and page setting work
- Small structures and scenographic installations

- Urban garden representation
- Case study : Kolumba museum / Peter Zumthor
- Penne castel : visitor centre project
- Rochambeau district rehabilitation
- Light and sound system project

- Croix-Montoire property : a landscaped park
- Study on a unique french landscape : Sologne
- Cévennes, grands Causses
- Practical training : House of Dun
- Practical training : Glendale Gardens



Representation of the human body

Studying the body, its structure and its 
relationship to its environment, is a good exercise 
in understanding proportions.

Landscape at a human scaLe



Space modeling and representation

Landscape at a human scaLe



Page setting work

As part of a student association of movies projections that I run, I create 
promotionnal posters that are pinned up every week on the doors of the 
studios - which is a good practice to improve my page setting skills.

Landscape at a human scaLe



A remarkable tree collapses 
on a small stream and opens a 
breakthrough in the edge of woods. On 
the other side, the cleared underbrush 
calls us, but the brook is a natural 
barrier. The project connects a logging 
road running along the fields to an old 
mill. The path crosses the stream and 
through the woods as a pontoon.

Unknown territory is revealed 
after working with a model of 
crumpled paper. I proposed a 
balcony which highlights the 
boundary between a meadow 
pasture and woods. As well, 
It marks the link between a 
city and a lake, and permits 
to behold this great water 
expanse.

Small structures projects
Landscape at a human scaLe



Urban garden representation

Landscape at a human scaLe



Case study : Kolumba museum / Peter Zumthor

An accumulation of architectural styles on which 
Peter Zumthor has built a museum. Playing on a 
wall pattern that creates light cutouts in a large 
room, it reveals the historical architecture of the 
place where it is installed.

human Landscape, from object to body scaLeurban Landscape, from architecture to city



A ruin on a rocky peak is a pretext for a 
project. The castle of the tenth century is being 
restored and will soon be opened to the public. 
A structure of 50 m² is required. Taking up the 
idea of   stratums, overtures and link between the 
castle and the village of Penne set at his feet, 
the proposed structure re-builds the ruins of a 
house. A module, a long, thin wood, plays on light 
and shade. It livens the structure and gives the 
impression of an object to become, an enduring 
image.

Penne castel : visitor centre project

urban Landscape, from architecture to city



Park and landscaped street

Path along the Loir

Forecourt and pedestrian streets

A

A’

Rochambeau discrit rehabilitation

A military district that will be redesigned as 
a mixed area of housings and activities is a 
pretext for a project on public urban spaces. 
My project aims to find a general consistency 
of public spaces by a large park in close 
relation with the Loir and a large lanscaped 
street through the district, a new shared 
space nearby the city center.

Loir

urban Landscape, from architecture to city



section AA’

urban Landscape, from architecture to city

A landscaped street, a new shared space 
nearby the city center.

A wood terrace, a stop in the 
path along the Loir.



A work to light the site was conducted to quickly 
reinvest it. It permits to the population to rediscover 
the district. Two luminous events mark the remarquable 
quality of old ruins in a natural open space.

Project of highlighting the neighborhood
urban Landscape, from architecture to city



Study of landScapeS and territorieS 

Working on the rythm to animate the perception one 
has from outside the park - that is the leading thread. 
The project focuses on plants and their evolution 
through the seasons (fall color, persistant foliage 
during winter, ...)

Croix-Montoire property : Project inside a landscaped park



Argiles

Sables

Chênaie acidiphile

Ripisylve

Phragmitaie

Étang

Transect schématique de l’organisation écologique de l’étang de Malzoné

We have studied the various aspects of the 
Sologne, their similarities and differences. This 
diversity of ecological environments provides a 
rich and very unique landscape that stretches out 
thousands of square kilometers. We understand 
that the form of a landscape is not only related 
to its geological or climatic constraints, but also 
to a human influence which evolves according to 
economic and political changes.

Study on a great french landscape : Sologne
Study of landScapeS and territorieS 



The Causses in the Cevennes are particular 
landscapes formed by a remarkable geology. 
Larges faults in a stratification of granite, schist 
and limestone form the bed of the river Tarn. 
These faults cut large dry limestone plateaus: the 
Causses.

Cévennes, grands Causses
Study of landScapeS and territorieS 



Study of landScapeS and territorieS 



Practical training : House of Dun

A two-month practical 
internship in Scotland 
to learn the basics 
of management and 
maintenance of a park 
or a garden.

Study of landScapeS and territorieS 



An associative garden in Canada run by a 
few full-time gardeners, a class of students 
and many volunteers was the site of a 
second practical internship of two months.

Study of landScapeS and territorieS 

Practical training : Glendale Gardens


